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heat shouldn’t really be a surprise—it happens every year—but when it
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which Janet Adelman once described to me as ‘‘filtered through honey.’’ It
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Septembers and Octobers in Berkeley also seem to constitute an in-

formal earthquake season. There’s nothing geologically true about that

claim. But I have felt the ground shake most furiously during the fiercest

heat waves. I always jump toward the nearest doorway (no longer con-

sidered the safest place to be during an earthquake, but the Doorway

Method is too ingrained in me to allow for any other) and, when there,

notice that I am sweating not from nerves, but from the searing heat.

There are earthquakes during other times of the year, but in my experi-

ence the fiercest come in the aching intensity of a Berkeley fall.
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that the body is exceedingly smart. As with everything else I know, I
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who have helped me craft this book are textured with trembling heat, the

kind of quivering flush that Bataille might have called ecstasy. I am end-
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

hunger in the event of subjectivity

•

The nutritive soul, in beings possessing it, while actually single

must be potentially plural. . . . There is one function in nutrition

which the mouth has the faculty of performing, and a di√erent one

appertaining to the stomach. But it is the heart that has supreme

control, exercising an additional and completing function.

—Aristotle, On Youth and Old Age,

On Life and Death, On Breathing

I see you. I don’t see you dying. I see you. I don’t see you living. I

see you. I don’t see you.

—Joseph Chaikin, The Presence of the Actor

I begin with the image of a dying man. He lies on an iron-framed bed, a

red bandanna tied around his forehead, his friends and family standing

nearby, photographs of others like him hung in a grid on the wall behind.

He is gazing o√ slightly to the left of the camera; he looks startled to be at

the center of so much attention, as if he has awakened in a place other than

where he fell asleep. His emaciation is extreme, and one can see through

the sheets draped across his body the gaunt, weakened limbs beneath. He

smiles, or nearly smiles, at nothing in particular, or nothing we can see.

The terms that we attribute to this image will depend upon the scene

of its enactment—for example, a hospital ward, a gallery space, a prison

cell—and upon the colloquy that imbues its composition. But the condi-
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tions of the image are clear: this man is starving, and because he starves,

he is going to die. Knowing that the man has chosen to starve, actively

refusing to satiate a hunger that has become profound beyond descrip-

tion, complicates the way we see him. Is this an image of psychological

distress, of performance, of political resistance? What will allow us to

distinguish between those three conditions of cultural practice? How will

the image change, its meanings becoming more refined, when we are

finally able to categorize it? What does it hope to do?

This book is about self-starvation. One of the most recognizable and

diagnosable symptoms of what has historically been called nervous dis-

order, self-starvation has simultaneously been an extremely disturbing

and yet alluring cultural practice to behold, an exceptionally compelling

demonstration of political argument, an immensely pious mode of re-

ligious prostration.∞ As a form of cultural practice unkind to the blind

hope that life continue unfettered by the intervention of death, the mean-

ing of self-starvation oscillates wildly between perversity and pleasure,

devotion and resistance, hope and despair, love and loss. Indeed in its

various articulations and in the many representational forms that attempt

to frame, commemorate, or embody it self-starvation works against the

drive to wrench these terms into opposition.

More chilling and more compelling, self-starvation works to disrupt

what is arguably the oppositional pairing underwriting the troubled but

relentless project of humanism: what Sigmund Freud evocatively narrates

as the move between fort and da and what we know more colloquially as

the conflict between life and death.≤ Pushing the limits of the climactic

vanishing point of human possibility, embracing the potential of disap-
pearance for the experience of becoming, self-starvation represents the most

extreme domain of what Michel Foucault called subjectivation and what

Martin Heidegger called Dasein, through a radical and paradoxical em-

brace of mortality.≥ Hovering at the very brink of disappearance—we

might say, aimed at the death of the subject∂—self-starvation conceptually

and methodologically obtains its significance as cultural practice not sim-

ply in gesturing toward absence, but in viscerally and a√ectively summon-

ing us to bear witness to the long, slow wasting away of human flesh.

In this book I explore the political economy of self-starvation in several

specific cases, staging a critical intervention around what I am calling the

politics of morbidity. Although I begin from the most base definition of

self-starvation as an expressive and extended refusal to eat,∑ I do not

attempt to engage or explain every practice or category of practices that
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involves temporary or long-term fasting. Instead I summon into conver-

sation three institutional domains in which self-starvation achieves its

most historically pronounced presence: the clinic, the gallery, and the

prison. I seek to examine the manner in which self-starvation stages the

event of subjectivation: the production of political subjectivity in the con-

text of subordination to larger institutional and ideological domains.

What does it mean for the clinic, the gallery, and the prison when one

performs a refusal to consume as a strategy of negation or resistance?

How does self-starvation, as a project of refusal aimed (however uncon-

sciously) at death, produce violence, su√ering, disappearance, and loss

di√erently from other practices? What are the meanings of those registers,

and against what forces might they be positioned? How is the subject of

self-starvation—simultaneously the object of self-starvation—refigured in

relation to larger institutional and ideological drives? How is that subject

refigured in relation to the state?

These questions are at the heart of my writing. In pursuing them I

argue that practices of self-starvation perform subjectivation by staging

and sustaining the ultimate loss of the subject occasioned by death.∏ In-

deed self-starvation reveals death to be at the core of what it means to

forge subjectivity in the context of a specific political world. Death and

dying haunt self-starvation, just as mortality attends the most intimate

experience of subjectivity. This latter argument, staged in various articula-

tions across the disciplines, builds on Freud’s work on instincts and the

death drive and Heidegger’s account of being-toward-death and coalesces

into what I am calling the politics of morbidity:π the embodied, interven-

tional embrace of mortality and disappearance not as destructive, but as

radically productive stagings of subject formations in which subjectivity

and objecthood, presence and absence, life and death intertwine.

The conceptual starting point for my exploration of these practices is

where Louis Althusser, Michel Foucault, and Judith Butler converge in

reflecting upon the condition of subjectivity—perhaps an obvious place

to begin, but one that bears some explanation. Subjectivation, the term I

am using to consider the modes through which self-starvation obtains its

most profound political impact, has become the preferred translation for

Foucault’s assujettissement, a concept that folds subordination and agential

subjectivity into the very same function. The word subjectivation is in-

tended to preserve both aspects of that function, suggesting that subjec-

tivity, classically conceived as a somewhat pure form of human agency, is

underpinned by subjugation to more dire forms of institutional and ideo-
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logical power. In his clearest and most pithy articulation of this argument

Foucault reminds us that ‘‘there are two meanings of the word subject:
subject to someone else by control, and tied to his own identity by a

conscience or self-knowledge. Both meanings suggest a form of power

which subjugates and controls.’’∫ Resonating deeply with Althusser’s no-

tion of interpellation, an iterative ‘‘hailing’’ by which subjects are sum-

moned into belonging to a given structure of state power, Foucault’s

concept of subjectivation implies that we experience ourselves as subjects

insofar as we have been summoned into such a belonging and insofar as

we recognize ourselves as such within the context of a given set of institu-

tional power relations.

In a passage strikingly similar to Foucault’s, Althusser stages the sub-

ject within an unresolved drama of determination that stipulates freedom
only within the context of subjection:

In the ordinary use of the term, subject in fact means (1) a free subjectivity,

a centre of initiatives, author of and responsible for its actions; (2) a sub-

jected being, who submits to a higher authority, and is therefore stripped

of all freedom except that of freely accepting his submission. . . . The

individual is interpellated as a (free) subject . . . in order that he shall (freely)
accept his submission, i.e. in order that he shall make the gestures and actions

of his subjection ‘‘all by himself.’’ There are no subjects except by and for their
subjection.Ω

Althusser articulates this argument in what he calls a ‘‘little theoretical the-

atre,’’ a street scene in which a policeman accosts a person with a simple

phrase—‘‘Hey, you there!’’—whereupon the subject turns (a ‘‘mere one-

hundred-and-eighty-degree physical conversion’’) in response.∞≠ In an-

swering the policeman’s call the subject becomes a subject: interpellated

by the policeman’s hailing, she or he is subjected in both senses of the word.

It is critical to note the triply textured condition of this scene. For

Althusser interpellation functions through discourse (the linguistic sum-

mons), embodiment (the material street, the corporeal turn), and ideol-

ogy (a faith in sociality that invests the policeman with the presence of

authority and that compels the subject to turn in response). In other

words, Althusser’s iterative hailing stages interpellation and performs

subjection along the intersecting axes of the discursive, the embodied,

and the ideological. Foucault’s attention to the modes through which

power is produced through everyday disciplinary practices hinges on pre-

cisely this point. Especially in the context of his institutional studies (pris-
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ons, clinics, etc.), for Foucault the subject is made and remade as dis-

course, the body, and ideology (in Foucault’s vocabulary, ‘‘knowledge’’)

converge to facilitate and to provoke power’s production.∞∞

Here Judith Butler intervenes to explore further the relationship be-

tween subjectivity and freedom that Althusser all but forecloses under the

sign of ideology. In her highly influential Gender Trouble, a book that has

had such impact that it is di≈cult now to consider the question of subjec-

tivity without summoning it into conversation, Butler proposes a model

for gendered and sexual subjectivities based on the performative. First

proposed by the linguist J. L. Austin in 1955,∞≤ performativity refutes a

Cartesian metaphysics that divides the discursive and the material by

demonstrating the social, cultural, and political force of language, by track-

ing the deeply consequential and material e√ects of language upon vari-

ous arrangements of subjects into a ‘‘social.’’ For instance, in Austin’s

classic example the institution of marriage is utterly and completely de-

pendent upon the ‘‘felicitous’’ execution of certain speech acts, ‘‘I do’’ and

‘‘I now pronounce you . . . ,’’ whose very performance conditions and

provokes that which they describe: the union of subjects into a domestic,

familial unit. I will not trace or name the many social, cultural, and politi-

cal e√ects that obtain once the contract of marriage has been perfor-

matively instituted, except to note that they are in fact many and to recall

that those e√ects alter and condition the subjectivities of the parties in-

volved in the speech act of the wedding.

For Butler the value of the performative as an analytic lies in its po-

tential to explain further the power of the discursive function in sub-

jectivation: if indeed Althusser’s interpellant ‘‘Hey, you there!’’ describes

an instance of subjectivation, it functions as such through the performa-

tive force of that incantation. Likewise for Butler the promise of the per-

formative is in the potential for agential presence within the speech act.

That is, the performativity of Althusser’s scene depends not only upon the

policeman’s call, but also upon the passing subject’s response: it is in this

moment of turning, this ‘‘one-hundred-and-eighty-degree physical con-

version,’’ that the performative e√ect of subjectivity obtains. But Butler

cautions, ‘‘The source of personal and political agency comes not from

within the individual, but in and through the complex cultural exchanges

among bodies in which identity itself is ever-shifting, indeed, where iden-

tity itself is constructed, disintegrated, and recirculated only within the

context of a dynamic field of cultural relations.’’∞≥

In Gender Trouble performativity emerges as a compelling model for
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the production of gendered and sexual subjectivities. ‘‘Genders can be

neither true nor false,’’ Butler writes, ‘‘but are only produced as the truth

e√ects of a discourse of primary and stable identity.’’∞∂ Lest this argument

be misconstrued, around, say, a confusion between theatricality and per-

formativity,∞∑ to suggest that gender mimics theater (a set of staged prac-

tices in which subjects take on gender roles much as actors put on cos-

tumes), Butler begins her next book, Bodies That Matter, by clarifying the

terms of her argument and by reclaiming its stakes. Gender is not a ‘‘tak-

ing on of masks’’ but ‘‘that reiterative power of discourse to produce the

phenomena that it regulates and constrains.’’ She reminds us again of the

‘‘paradox of subjectivation,’’ rephrasing Althusser and Foucault to empha-

size the centrality of the normative in the subject’s emergence: ‘‘The sub-

ject who would resist [ideological] norms is itself enabled, if not pro-

duced, by such norms.’’∞∏

It is important to recall that for Butler discourse never bears a wholly

oppositional relationship to the materiality of, for example, the body.

Insofar as discourse can be said to produce the matter it simultaneously

names, delineating between this matter and that, and thus creating the

demarcations that make meaning legible, the matter of bodies is neither

fully limited by nor fully subsumed within the domain of discourse. Bodies
That Matter thus takes up the question of mattering—precisely, that is,

the question of value, and how it comes to be attributed to some bodies

but not others. The ‘‘power’’ that ‘‘produces and constrains’’ does not

treat all subjects the same, and here the question of subjectivation be-

comes a distinctly political problem.

In The Psychic Life of Power Butler foregrounds the politics of subjec-

tivation yet further, in terms of the psychic processes—here we find a

return to the consciousness to which Althusser and Foucault gesture—by

which political subjects come to incorporate a desire for the very sub-

jectivation that constrains, and paradoxically comes to mean, freedom.

In a haunting articulation of this argument that dramatically restages Alt-

husser’s street scene Butler writes:

Power that at first appears external, pressed upon the subject, pressing the

subject into subordination, assumes a psychic form that constitutes the

subject’s self-identity. The form this power takes is relentlessly marked by

a figure of turning, a turning back upon oneself or even a turning on
oneself. . . . The turn appears to function as a tropological inauguration of

the subject.∞π


